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1A.  REQUESTING SQUADRON
1B.  CONTROL NO
RSC
RSO
RSS
SUPT
SQUADRON
COORDINATION
RSSL
RSSP
RSSS
2A.  TYPED NAME OF SQUADRON CC
2B.  SIGNATURE OF SQUADRON CC
2C.  DATE FORWARDED TO GROUP
3A.  REQUESTING GROUP
3B.  CONTROL NO
RSC
RSO
SUPT
RSS
GROUP
COORDINATION
CD
RSSL
RSSP
RSS
4B. TYPED NAME OF GROUP CC
4D.  DATE FORWARDED TO HQ AFRS/RSXXM
4C.  SIGNATURE OF GROUP CC
4A.  GROUP COMMANDER RECOMD.
APPROVED
DISAPPROVED
5B.  TYPED NAME OF DIVISION CHIEF
5D.  DATE FORWARDED TO HQ AFRS/RSXXM
5C.  SIGNATURE OF DIVISION CHIEF
5A.  REQUESTING HQ AFRS DIVISION
APPROVED
DISAPPROVED
INITIATING AGENCY JUSTIFICATION   (Refer to AFRSI 38-201.  If necessary, use continuation sheet or plain bond paper.  Provide attachments as necessary.)
6.  INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMPACT:
(Ensure you include in your justification whether sufficient computer resources are available to accommodate action requested.  If not, indicate where and how computer resources will be
obtained.  Describe all resources needed that are not available and include estimated cost.)
SIGNATURE OF SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
7.  PERSONNEL IMPACT:
(Ensure you indicate whether position is vacant or filled.  If position is military and vacant, has an inbound been projected and will action require a PCS move or time-on-station waiver.  If position is a
civilian position and is filled, indicate if incumbent plans to move with the position.  Provide local servicing Civilian Personnel Office point of contact/telephone number and whether or not they have been informed of the move.
Ensure SF 52, Request for Personnel Action, is included in the package and home address of incumbents.)
SIGNATURE OF PERSONNEL NCO
8.  LOGISTICS AND REAL ESTATE IMPACT:
(Ensure action is on your approved real estate program and include as a minimum the following:  Approximate mileage of move, lease termination date, proposed estimated total cost of
move (to include real estate, furniture, equipment, communications, etc.), delineated maps, and whether office will close or not.  If the leased space cannot be terminated, provide plans for the disposition of the office space.  Is the office collocated with the other services. If so, list what services.  If collocated, indicate whether or not requesting to break collocation.  Indicate whether a major upgrade has been accomplished within the last 18 months.  If the facility 
facility is the primary reason for the move, ensure copies of letters to and from the CoE are included in the package outlining attempts made to correct the problem(s).  Provide crime statistics, if applicable, for current and proposed
location.  Also indicate whether additional vehicles will be required and if office is collocated with other services or not and any other pertinent information or rationale for the proposed action.)
SIGNATURE OF LOGISTICS NCO
9.  OPERATIONS IMPACT:
(When applicable, include in your justification at least 12 months of goal/production statistics along with schools/market data for each office involved.  Also include (by county/zip codes) each recruiter's
current and proposed zone.  If applicable, provide current/proposed zone maps.  Where flight, zone, and/or market structure do not change, so state.  Be sure justification explains how requested action will maximize production potential for affected recruiting zones.  When applicable, attach maps showing the area's current proposed configurations of affected zones. Show how recruiting offices affected will be zoned to support authorized recruiters if the request is approved.  Ensure original road maps for zone changes are submitted -- no photocopies or faxed copies of zone maps will be accepted.)
SIGNATURE OF OPERATIONS NCO
AFRS FORM 1399, 20030301 (IMT-V1)
AF RECRUITING SERVICE AUTHORIZATION CHANGE REQUEST
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
OFFICE
NUMBER
PAS
CODE
POSITION
NO
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE
ZIP CODE
FAC
OSC
AFSC
GRADE
EFF  DATE
ACTION
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
HQ AFRS COORDINATION
OFFICE SYMB
CONCUR
NONCONCUR
SIGNATURE
DATE
COMMENTS
RSO
RSXP
RSXPC
RSXL
RSI
APPROVE
DISAPPROVE
(HQ AFRS/RSXXM USE ONLY)
DATE ACR SENT TO HQ AETC/XPMRS
ACR NUMBER
DATE PAS REQUEST SENT TO HQ AETC/XPMOO
PAS NUMBER
DATE COPY SENT TO RCG AND RCS
AFRS FORM 1399, 20030301  (REVERSE) (IMT-V1)
(Continuation)
6. INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMPACT  (Continuation)
7. PERSONNEL IMPACT   (Continuation)
8. REAL ESTATE IMPACT   (Continuation)
9.  OPERATIONS IMPACT
(Continuation)
AFRS FORM 1399, 20030301 (IMT-V1) (Continuation)
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